God Jul Nisse

Designed by Debbie von Grabler-Crozier
-The Folk Art Factory / sallyandcraftyvamp.blogspot.co.uk
NB: all seam allowances are ½ cm (1/4”) unless otherwise stated and please read all instructions
through and assemble the supplies before beginning.

Fabric Requirements
Fabric
Fabric A
Fabric B
Fabric C
Fabric D
Other
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Design
Quantity
1787-R snowflakes
F8th
1780-S triple stripe
F8th
1789-R6 nordic snowflake
F8th
2000/P71 flesh
10cm sq. (4”)
coloured solid
Interfacing, Polyester stuffing, Large scrap white long hair fur fabric (we
cut up an old ikea cushion), medium red felt pompom for a nose or red
wool top and a needle to make your own, gravel or heavy beans,
2x medium sized beech wood beads for hands, grey wool for the
pompom, 3 x wooden snowflake buttons, 50cm (20”) red ric-rac trim,
coordinating threads for topstitching, Clover pompom maker #3124
small – you need the larger of the two in the packet (not essential you
could buy a ready ,made pom pom or make your own), hot glue gun,
fabric glue stick and your usual crafting needs.
Available to download free at www.makoweruk.com
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Sewing Instructions
The Nose:
Make the nose if you haven’t found one large enough. It needs to be about 3cm (1 ¼”) across.
Cut the nose across on what will be the back to create a flat base IMAGE 1. This makes it much
easier to glue to the face.
TIP: needle felting is very easy and doesn’t require much kit. Get yourself a red wool top (the techie
term for the sort of wool used) and a needle. Tear about twice as much wool off as you will need and
then roll it between your hands. Now stab at it with the needle repeatedly, rolling it as you do it. There
are tiny barbs on the needle which will tangle the wool fibres and make the little ball quite solid. Add
more wool if you need to – the felting process will make it smaller. And watch your fingers! Work on
an old mouse mat or similar and keep out of the way of that needle!

Image 1

The Arms:
Cut a piece of fabric B 23cm x 6cm (9” x 2 3/8”) and fold in half lengthways with the right sides
inside. TIP: I like to cut across the stripes. It looks better and is easier than trying to match long straight lines which
can make your sewing look wonky.

Sew up the long seam to make a tube IMAGE 2. Cut the tube in half to
make two pieces at an angle of roughly 45 degrees in a mirror image
left and right IMAGE 3. TIP: this angle is necessary and important. Not the

Image 2

accuracy but without the angle, the arms will pucker at the top. This way, they will
hang more naturally assisted by the weight of the bead. Don’t stuff them either or
they will stick out like a penguin.

Fold the flat end of the arm in a small amount and hot glue a wooden
bead into the end. TIP: you could put a pipe cleaner inside the sleeve to

make repositionable arms if you like.

Image 3

The Front:
The gnome is appliqued together before sewing into a 3D shape.

TIP: shorten your stitch length so that when you cut the shape out, it doesn’t unravel.

Begin by cutting a piece of red fabric A, 18cm wide x 24cm long
(7” x 9 ½”). Press a lengthways vertical central crease (the reason will
become apparent in a moment). This is for the hat so it has to be long
and thin and the crease goes along the length.
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Cut a piece of red fabric C, 24cm x 15cm (9 ½” x 6”), and make a
widthways vertical crease on that too. TIP: you can mark the centre too if you
prefer.

Cut a small piece out for the face using the template and glue it to the
front top of the fabric C piece right in the middle IMAGE 4. TIP: it is useful

to mark the body triangle on so that you can get the placement perfect.

Image 5

Using the template, cut the waistcoat front pieces (mirror image) and
glue to the front of the gnome with the fabric glue stick. TIP: notice that the
waistcoat is not straight IMAGE 5. The shoulders which are flush with the top of the
fabric will help you with the shape.

Use a piece of ric-rac trim on the very edge of the waistcoat to stop
fraying and make it look neat. Sew a snowflake button to each side of
the waistcoat in the centre bottom IMAGE 6.

Image 6

Cut the beard from white fur trimming the backing fabric back as much as
possible whilst retaining the long hairs. Hot glue the beard to the face
IMAGE 7. TIP: the template for the beard is a guide in this case. Be prepared to trim

and fit to the face. The beard is designed to fill most of the face and the face fabric is
there to fill in the gaps.
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Image 7
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With the right sides together and lining the creases up, sew the red fabric
(hat) to the red (base) catching the top of the beard ends in the seam as
you sew. Using the template, draw the main triangle onto the fabric panels
IMAGE 8.
Using a bias cut strip of fabric B and joining if necessary, make a bias
binding trim for the bottom of the hat. Start with a strip 3.5cm wide (1 3/8”)
and aim for 15cm (6”) long. Attach it to the bottom of the hat with a topstitch in coordinating thread IMAGE 9.
Hot glue the felt nose onto the face between the top of the beard and the
bottom of the hat.
Image 8

Sew an arm onto each side of the body with the top of the angle to the top
so that the arm hangs down rather than sticking out IMAGE 10.
Cut the front triangle out.
The Back:
Begin exactly as you did for the front with the two fabrics (A and C)
and cut them as before. This time, sew them together and draw the
body triangle onto them matching up the landmarks.
Use the relevant template piece to cut the waistcoat back (fabric B)
and glue it in place on the base and trim the top and bottom with
ric-rac (the side edges will be caught in the seam). Add another
length of grey bias binding to the bottom of where the hat will be in
the same position as the front. Sew the remaining button to the
middle back of the waistcoat. TIP: make sure that the ric-rac trim on the

Image 9

waistcoat and the bias trim on the hat runs as smoothly as possible around the
body when you sew it together..

Do not cut the back shape out. It is far easier to sew the front on
and then cut out.
The PomPom: use the pompom maker to make a grey pompom
and put it aside.

Image 10

Putting it all Together:
Sew the front to the back, leaving a gap along the side of the hat large enough to turn the gnome
right way out and then trim the back the same size and shape as the front. Don’t sew across the
bottom.
Cut a Fabric C base using the template piece. Pin the untrimmed base to the bottom of the gnome
and sew completely around. TIP: this is quite fiddly and a zipper foot can help a lot to do it with the necessary
precision. Consider hand basting before you sew too.

Trim the base. Turn the gnome the right way out and put some stuffing into the base.
Add the gravel and then continue stuffing until the gnome is full. With a ladder stitch and red
thread, close the gap in the side of the hat.
Stitch the pompom to the top of the hat and allow it to hang down.TIP: don’t stuff the hat all the way up to
the top and the weight of the pompom will help it to sit nicely.
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Templates

base

hat
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1” x 1”
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before
cutting
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Templates

Place on Fold

waistcoat
front
waistcoat
back

1” x 1”
measure
before
cutting
templates

line
Hat to hat
Join

e
Fac

beard
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Scandi 4

from makoweruk +44(0)1628 509640 www.makoweruk.com

1784/S Lace

1786/S Hearts

1785/S9 Deer Scatter

1782/S Set Reindeer

1784/R Lace

1786/R Hearts

1785/R Deer Scatter

1782/R Set Reindeer

1784/Q Lace

1786/Q Hearts

1785/Q5 Deer Scatter

1782/Q Set Reindeer

ALL DESIGNS 50% OF ACTUAL SIZE

1781/S Montage

1787/S Snowflakes

1783/S Trees

1781/R Montage

1787/R Snowflakes

1783/R Trees

1781/Q Montage

1787/Q Snowflakes

1783/Q Trees

Scandi 4 Basics

from makoweruk +44(0)1628 509640 www.makoweruk.com

1789/R6 Nordic Snowflake

1780/R Stripe

1789/R2 Nordic Snowflake

1615/R4 Mini Star

1614/R Check

1473/R Linen Texture

1789/S7 Nordic Snowflake

1780/S Stripe

1789/S3 Nordic Snowflake

1615/S3 Mini Star

1614/S Check

1473/S8 Linen Texture

1789/Q5 Nordic Snowflake

1780/Q5 Stripe

1789/Q1 Nordic Snowflake

1615/Q Mini Star

1614/Q Check

1473/V Linen Texture

ALL DESIGNS 50% OF ACTUAL SIZE

